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Your student design studio. These are enchanting words, which capture a period in most designer’s lives 
when first inspirations were experienced, and sophomoric skills were sharpened to perform. Nostalgia 
imparted, how often have the participants of these curricula, upon their completion, sat back and 
evaluated the rigor and aptitude of their education? This paper establishes observations of current 
academic practice, and presents one student’s vision of what could be. 

The State of the Union 

Traditionally most designers pass through an educational curriculum curated in a more or less trademark 
manner. For a similar duration, to consistent and regulated standards of excellence and for a fairly 
consistent length of time. The traditional rigor of these programs is very much due to the difficulty of 
procuring employment in a competitive industry. Interestingly enough, the ‘design’ of this academic 
system originates from the same era as the beginnings of industrial design (Robinson). It should come as 
no surprise then, that the system of educating designers is becoming as outdated as the traditional 
definition of an industrial designer- 

“to create and execute design solutions for problems of form, usability, physical ergonomics, marketing, brand 
development, and sales (Noblet).”” 

As most will agree, the profession has since flourished and specialized to allow for a variety of unique 
applications of traditional design process. This type of creativity is second-nature to the designer, and yet 
as a profession must repeatedly be prompted to overturn the archetype to yield new territory. 

The more broad reaching academic institution calls for 4 year programs of education (at least in terms of 
undergraduate studies.) It is in the use of these four years that design education can be re-envisioned. In 
qualification for a Bachelors in Industrial design, students are subject to compounding traditional skills 
assessments. Outside of the studio, students are expected to accrue an appropriate level of professional 
experience, though rarely is the necessary period of time given to individual students to develop 
permeating professional exposure. Instead, professional experience is yielded through internship with 
companies and organizations. These experiences are to be achieved independent of the institution, and 
in recess of class/studio time.   

The 3-month, or summer internship, as it is known at Western Washington University, has had its day. An 
internship of this style and duration draws its form by deferring to the landscape of an academic year, a 
landscape indifferent to the ebb and flow of professional practice, rooted in the necessity of agriculture 
performance past (Robinson). Instead, the growing trend at Western is to delay entering the senior, or 
fourth year of education, and take a professional tour of 6 – 12 months, before re-enrolling in the 
university for the final year. This professional exposure not only needs to be introduced earlier in design 
education, but can successfully become a two or three year experience, occurring concurrently to the 
traditional institution. This is quite attainable. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_ergonomics


It is additionally curious, that even in a profession that bars academic entry by skill level, indifferent to 
applicant age (divergent from traditional K-12 education systems), upon admittance, segregates students 
by cohort (Robinson). This is a disabling, siloed approach to design education. More so than simply 
separating potential peers from studio exposure to one another, this method does very little to actively 
prepare students for cross-departmental collaboration. It is the antithesis to professional practice. 

The nature of a designer is to function as part of a team. However, traditional design education mandates 
that each student practice and attempt to function as the leader, rotating into roles of support between 
these valued moments of leadership. This is seen in the prominence of independent senior thesis 
development, and projects that expect a student to be the soul arbiter of a product’s development. There 
is something to be said for experiencing that entire process independently, but there is more to be said for 
the value of developing an effective and lasting solution, as part of a team, in a manner of actual practice.  

Theoretical application of design is one of the most detrimental, and most readily practiced use of a 
student’s time. While theory and practice have their place, particularly in the development of core skills 
(Kostellow), a four year program can only afford students so much time to dedicate directly to rehearsal. 

Why is it that students are asked to posit theoretical solutions for real world problems? Each problem is 
solved through the application of near identical methodology- indifferent to field or specialization, and 
almost every process yields similar insights. If the taught method is a generalized process for design-
thinking problem-solving, why are students not often given a real environment to hone their craft? 

Professional experience can be offered to students- at Western this has begun to occur. This author’s 
experiences have directly related to this in three specific approaches: the development of real products, 
the value of performance, and cross-class collaboration. 

The Student Chapter 

IDSA Student Chapters are notorious. Potentially the most exciting opportunity for a design student while 
in school, and yet enrollment is characteristically low, outreach is consistently difficult, and the success of 
a chapter varies completely with the character of its members, directly dependent upon those managing 
it. Student led chapters are very similar to IDSA Professional chapters. 

At Western, there exists a cyclic process of electing and managing IDSA members, and this practice has 
yielded some particularly exciting results. Each junior year is tasked with the role of managing WWU 
IDSA. For one year, it is their’s to do with as they will. Annually a sophomore representative is elected to 
learn the ropes of IDSA, and a senior mentor to field questions and guide the year to success. This has 
lent WWU IDSA a consistent, and increasingly successful approach to extracurricular design activities.  

Three years ago, Western attempted its first student-led product launch. Independent of university 
resource and guidance, a team of about ten individuals developed and launched a product for private 
retail, with the intent of privately funding the IDSA student chapter. Titled the Citrus bowl (Figure 1), its 
ensuing product launch was wildly successful, selling out inventory completely, and funding not only that 
year’s IDSA activities, but partially funding the development of next year’s product (Figure 2). These 
funds were also made available to subsidize IDSA Student chapter activities, and reimburse professional 
guest speakers for their time and expense. 

This was made largely possible by materials and manufacturing donated by local manufacturer, Wood 
Stone Corporation, local retailer Ideal: Carefully Curated Goods, and Mindport Exhibits, an exhibition 
space in Downtown Bellingham. The seed money left over from that venture helped to reduce the 
dependence upon exterior donation in subsequent years of product development. In its third year 



executed (Figure 3), the WWU IDSA student product launch was completely self-funded, and was 
released in two product runs, due to demand for product.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Citrus Bowl. Photo Credit Larisa Schulze.    Figure 2. Path Kinetic Jewelry. Photo Credit Ben Dekock. 

Students, (2
nd

, 3
rd

 & 4
th
 years) developed, launched and retailed their own product. To do so they 

cultivated relationships with retailers and curators. They created a reputation in their local community, and 
first-hand developed relevant skills that employers have a right to expect, but for some reason are 
surprised to discover students possessing, having just graduated with limited traditional experience. This 
is the opportunity that has been lost in design education.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Aluminum Coasters with Integrated Bottle Opener. Photo Credit Aidan Borer.  

Part of the reason this project has had not only repeated success, but annually growing interest, is the 
presence of an actual deliverable. The power of expectation is a great motivator. It has a magnetizing 
ability to encourage membership and participation. Similar experiences have concurrently been 
introduced to the curriculum at Western, with varying success.  

The most apt comparison would be to that of a senior thesis presentation, in that for the first time for 
many students, the parents and community are the client (Figure 4). Rather than a project being the 
potential for employment later as a portfolio piece, the stage each student must set in an actual 
environment becomes the catalyst for employment- unavoidable in the expectation that each student 
must be present.  

Setting the Stage 



Students pursuing a degree in the performing arts are offered a truly valuable experience- in their 
preparation for a live performance. The heightened stakes of delivering a product to an expectant 
audience is lost in most industrial product development curricula. That isn’t to say that the stage doesn’t 
exist, rather, that as a profession it has been underutilized. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Student-designed product launch. Photo Credit Hunter Frerich.  

In their sophomore year at Western, students partake in an annual fashion show (figure 5). Each 
develops individually, or as part of a team, a garment(s) and within two weeks, organize, facilitate and 
deliver a fashion show to a captivated audience. The exercise is graded, and the application of design 
skills near identical to the development of a traditional product. This does very little to describe the 
charisma that the process inspires in each, and the surprise by professionals and individuals alike at 
participation in such a project. The effect is truly enticing. For many of the students, this is the first time 
they’ve had to perform in a live-fire operation- and the experience is intoxicating. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Student Fashion Show Garments. Photo Credit Samuel Martin.  

As juniors, Western students partake in the development of an entrepreneurial enterprise. Annually titled 
ReMade (Figure 6), each student develops a limited run of product, for actual retail, and in coordination 
with local retail entity Ideal: Carefully Curated Goods, participate in every aspect of that process including 



repayment for goods sold. It is interesting, to see the varying successes of each student in this exercise, 
acting independently in the development of a product for retail.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Mop made from up-cycled bed linens. Photo Credit Samuel Martin 

In the fall of 2012, several seniors launched an innovative campaign, in association with the Western 
English Department to encourage consumer activity in Downtown Bellingham. Utilizing their interpretation 
of business social marketing strategies, and traditional design-minded problem solving this small team 
developed a cohesive solution to an ongoing issue in Bellingham. Titled the Campaign for a Pleasant 
Surprise (Figure 7, Figure 8), several local businesses united to incentivize consumers to visit 
participating entities. City council members and local marketing agency Fifthonsixth, inc. additionally 
contributed to the project, in what is an ongoing experiment in ongoing social media advertising.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Campaign Signage.     Figure 8. Campaign Logo.   

The successes in these exercises vary far less than in similar projects at Western, and in this regard, the 
thought of independence versus comradeship is raised. Is it better to experience that process alone, as 
editor, maker, graphic designer and retailer? Or would each student be better served to participate in that 
endeavor as part of a team, practicing that aspect of the process which they most enjoy, and are most 
successful in. The appropriate allocation of their passions, in addition to the mandate of a real deliverable, 



helped the students to hold themselves to higher standards, and consistently develop innovative solution 
that solved real problems. 

Barn-Storming the Siloes 

The most under-utilized opportunity on behalf of educators and the academic institution, is the mandate of 
cross-class collaboration. It is this collaborative exposure that yielded the successes of WWU IDSA 
student-led product launches, and heralded repeated success in the sophomore fashion show. It has 
consistently been a shortcoming of the junior ReMade project, and inversely, upperclassmen could stand 
to gain insight from their fresh-minded peers. Exposure to senior level studio experiences would likely 
increase the caliber of the institution as a whole.  

It has been seen to be part of tradition, that each year students tackle the same hurdles, grow in similar 
ways, and help each other to innovate the design process. By introducing cross-collaboration early into 
the academic spectrum, more time could be spent actually innovating, rather than playing catch-up and 
learning the ropes. Similar in theory to the manner of inviting sophomore to participate in IDSA Junior 
board meetings. 

Why do we not see more professional partnerships for actual product development in the academic 
environment? When raised, this question is most frequently countered with the principal of intellectual 
property. Yet the concept of intellectual property rarely is yielded by interns during internship, or 
institutions during collaboration. What this paper asks, is what would a class wide internship look like for 
the duration of an academic term? Or more so, is the independent institution needed for a group of 
individuals to actively participate in professional design practice? Are the students capable of delivering 
real-life practical solutions, collusively to real clients? Yes, and the academic institution needs to step up 
and compete with entrepreneurs in this regard.  

Examples abound of successful individuals leaving the academic institution to pursue entrepreneurial 
endeavors independently, relying upon their dynamic conviction, and relevant skillset. The rigor of either 
enterprise is culpable, but entrepreneurial independence stands to yield greater reward to the individual 
willing to take such a risk. “I decided to drop out, and trust it would all work out… looking back, it was one 
of the best decisions I ever made (Jobs).” In saying this, Jobs refers to his decision to leave Reed 
College. A decision that lead to the eventual founding of Apple, Inc. More and more, students are 
applying to programs with an understanding of the design process, having grown up with a vested interest 
in the profession. Unless action is taken, given the choice between four years of practice, or actual 
compelling experiences, traditional education will continue to be seen more as a detrimental cost, rather 
than the opportunity it really is. 

While it’s most common to hear of employers expecting applicants to have experience of a certain caliber, 
it is students in their first and most arduous employment, as students, to expect that experience offered. 
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